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Trading for anyone. Anywhere. Anytime.
Trade CFDs and options on global financial markets, all in one place with 24/7 trading and worldwide support.
Open demo account
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Open demo account
Stat Section
2.5M+
Users worldwide

$650B+
Monthly volume

1999
Established since

168M+
Monthly deals


We're 25 years strong
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Dependable
Our 99.97% uptime ensures your uninterrupted access to the markets.
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Safe and secure
We keep your personal data and funds safe.
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Regulated
We’re regulated and licensed by global financial authorities.
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24/7 support
Our professional multilingual team is here for you anytime.










Start trading in 3 simple steps

1. Sign up and explore
Sign up in minutes and explore Trader’s Hub — all your trading needs, in one place.
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2. Try with zero-risk
Try any trade, on any platform with a zero-risk, demo trading account.
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3. Trade with confidence
Fund your account and start trading with round-the-clock support.
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Join over 2.5 million online traders
Open demo account
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TRADE TYPES
CFDs
Options
Multipliers

MARKETS
Forex
Derived indices
Stocks & indices
ETFs
Cryptocurrencies
Commodities


PLATFORMS
Deriv MT5
Deriv X
Deriv cTrader
Deriv GO
Deriv Trader
SmartTrader
Deriv Bot
Binary Bot


SUPPORT
Help centre
Community
Payment methods
Status page
Deriv Blog


LEGAL
Regulatory information
Terms & conditions
Secure & responsible trading

PARTNERS
Deriv Prime
Affiliates and IBs
Payment agents
API


Deriv GO

Trade multipliers on our mobile app.








Deriv GO

Trade multipliers on our mobile app.






Deriv (FX) Ltd is licensed by the Labuan Financial Services Authority.
Deriv (BVI) Ltd is licensed by the British Virgin Islands Financial Services Commission.
Deriv (V) Ltd is licensed and regulated by the Vanuatu Financial Services Commission.
Deriv (SVG) LLC has a registered office at First Floor, SVG Teachers Credit Union Uptown Building, Corner of James and Middle Street, Kingstown P.O., St Vincent and the Grenadines.
Deriv.com Limited, a company registered in Guernsey, is the holding company for these entities.
Make sure to read our Terms and Conditions, Risk Disclosure, and Secure and Responsible Trading to fully understand the risks involved before using our services. Please also note that the information on this website does not constitute investment advice.

The products offered on our website are complex derivative products that carry a significant risk of potential loss. CFDs are complex instruments with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. You should consider whether you understand how these products work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.
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